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Abstract 
Over the years, many methods for solving the linear complementarity problem (LCP) have been developed. Most of 
these methods have their origin in solving a system of linear equations. In particular, much attention has recently been 
paid on the class of iterative methods called the splitting method, which is an extension of the matrix splitting method for 
solving a system of linear equations uch as Jacobi, Gauss-Seidel and SOR methods. Furthermore, as a method for 
solving a system of linear equations, O'Leary and White have proposed a parallel iterative method called the 
multisplitting method. This method makes use of a set of different splittings of the coefficient matrix, which may be dealt 
with independently of each other. The results obtained from those splitting iterations are combined to define the 
multisplitting iterates. Thus, the method may be effectively implemented on multiprocessors. 
In this paper, we extend the idea of the multisplitting to the symmetric LCP. In particular, we establish some 
convergence r sults for the multisplitting method, which generalize the corresponding convergence r sults for the 
splitting method for LCP. We also report some computational results with the proposed method. 
Keywords: Linear complementarity problem; Splitting; Multisplitting; Parallel computation 
1. Introduction 
We consider the symmetr ic  l inear complementar i ty  p rob lem LCP(q,  M): F ind z ~ R e such that 
Mz+q>~O,  z>~O, zT(Mz+q)=O,  (1.1) 
where M e R ~×~ is a given symmetr ic  matr ix  and q e R e is a given vector. Associated with 
LCP(q,  M)  is the fol lowing quadrat ic  p rogramming problem: 
minimize f (z)  = ½zrMz + qXz 
(1.2) 
subject to z ~> O. 
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It is easily seen that (1.1) is a necessary optimality condition for (1.2), and it is also sufficient if M is 
positive semidefinite. 
Over the years, many methods for solving LCP have been developed. Most of these methods 
have their origin in the solution of a system of linear equations and may be classified into two 
categories, pivoting methods and iterative methods. For a comprehensive study of LCP, the reader 
is referred to the recent book [3-] by Cottle et al. Iterative methods, which generate an infinite 
sequence converging to a solution of the problem, are particularly effective for large and sparse 
problems. Recently, much attention has been paid on the class of iterative methods called the 
splitting method [1, 2, 4, 8-10, 15-], which is an extension of the matrix splitting method for solving 
a system of linear equations uch as Jacobi, Gauss-Seidel and SOR methods. As to theoretical 
convergence of the splitting method, Mangasarian [10] established a subsequential convergence 
result under fairly weak assumptions. The convergence of the entire sequence had been an open 
question for a long time, but recently it was resolved in [9-] and [8-] independently. 
The multisplitting method was proposed in [13] as a parallel iterative method for solving 
a system of linear equations. This method makes use of a set of different splittings of the coefficient 
matrix, which may be dealt with independently of each other. The results obtained from those 
splitting iterations are combined to define the multisplitting iterates. Thus, the method may be 
effectively implemented on multiprocessors. More results about the multisplitting method for 
a system of linear equations can be found in [5-7, 12, 14, 16-18,]. In this paper, we extend the idea 
of the multisplitting to the symmetric LCP. In particular, we establish some convergence r sults for 
the multisplitting method, which generalize the corresponding subsequential convergence r sults 
[3, Theorem 5.3.3, Lemma 5.3.4-] for the splitting method for LCP. 
Moreover, we apply the multisplitting method to the parallel successive overrelaxation (SOR) 
method [11-1, which is one of the splitting methods for solving the symmetric LCP. By the 
computational experiments with this method, we also examine the effectiveness of multisplitting. 
This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we briefly review the splitting method for solving 
the symmetric LCP. In Section 3, we propose a multisplitting method for solving the symmetric 
LCP and establish some convergence r sults for the proposed method. In Section 4, we present an 
application of the proposed method. In Section 5, we report some computational results with the 
method presented in Section 4. Finally, we conclude the paper in Section 6. 
2. Splitting method for the symmetric LCP 
In this section, we briefly review the splitting method for solving the symmetric LCP. For details, 
the readers are referred to Cottle et al. [3]. 
Let M be symmetric and B and C be any matrices atisfying M = B + C. Then (B, C) is called 
a splittin9 of M. Matrix M is called a Q-matrix if LCP(q, M) has a solution for all q ~ R". A sufficient 
condition for M to be a Q-matrix is that M is a strictly copositive matrix, i.e., 
z>~O, z~O ~ zTMz>O. 
A splitting (B, C) is said to be a Q-splitting if B is a Q-matrix, while (B, C) is said to be regular if 
B - C is positive definite. 
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Throughout this section, we assume that (B, C) is a regular Q-splitting of M. We can state the 
splitting method for LCP(q, M) as follows. 
Algorithm 2.1 1-3] (Splitting method for LCP(q, M)) 
Step 1. Choose an arbitrary nonnegative vector z(0) e ~". Let t:= 0. 
Step 2. Given z(t) >~ O, let z(t + 1) be an arbitrary solution of LCP(q(t), B): 
Bz + q(t) >t O, 
z>~O, 
zT(Bz + q(t)) = O, 
where q(t) = Cz(t) + q. 
Step 3. If z(t + 1) = z(t), stop. Otherwise, set t := t + 1 and return to Step 2. 
The following lemma says that the sequence {f(z(t))} generated by Algorithm 2.1 is monotone 
nonincreasing. This feature is important in analyzing the convergence of Algorithm 2.1. 
Lemma 2.2 (Cottle et al. 1-3, Lemma 5.3.2]). Let {z(t)} be a sequence generated by Algorithm 2.1. 
Then we have 
f(z(t)) - f ( z ( t  + 1))/> ½(z(t) - z(t + 1))T(B -- C)(z(t) - z(t + 1))/> 0 (2.1) 
for all t. Moreover, f(z(t)) =f (z ( t  + 1)) if and only if z(t) = z(t + 1). 
The following convergence theorem is well known for the splitting method for solving the 
symmetric LCP. 
Theorem 2.3 (Cottle et al. 1-3, Theorem 5.3.3, Lemma 5.3.4]). Suppose that 
(a) f (z) is bounded below on z >>. 0; 
(b) 0 ~ z >>. O, Mz >>. 0 and zT Mz = 0 imply qTz > O. 
Then any sequence {z(t)} generated by Algorithm 2.1 is bounded and has at least one accumulation 
point. Moreover, any such accumulation point solves LCP(q, M). 
If M is strictly copositive, then assumptions (a) and (b) in Theorem 2.3 are satisfied and hence the 
convergence of Algorithm 2.1 is guaranteed l-3, Theorem 5.3.5]. If M is positive semidefinite, then 
assumptions (a) and (b) in Theorem 2.3 can be replaced by the condition that there exists 
z satisfying Mz + q > 0 [3, Theorem 5.3.9]. Note that more general results than Theorem 2.3 have 
recently been obtained in 1-8, 9]. However, we shall not elaborate on those results here, because the 
convergence r sults to be established in the next section is a direct extension of Theorem 2.3 to the 
multisplitting method for LCP(q, M). 
3. A multisplitting method for the symmetric LCP 
In this section, we propose a multisplitting method for solving LCP(q, M). First, we give the 
definition of multisplitting. 
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Definition 3.1. Let t be an iteration number and Bk, C k and Ek(t), k = 1,..., K, be n x n matrices. 
Then {(Bk, Ck, Ek(t)); k = 1,... ,  K} is called a multisplitting of M if 
(1) for all k, M = B k + Ck and (Bk, Ck) are regular Q-splittings of M; 
(2) for each t, Ek(t), k = 1 ....  , K are diagonal and ~kr= 1Ek(t) = I. 
Note that this definition is somewhat different from that of the multisplitting for the system of 
linear equations considered in [13]. Here, the "weight" matrices Ek(t) are allowed to vary with 
iteration t and may not necessarily satisfy Ek(t) >>. O, while the definition in [13] required that Ek(t) 
are fixed and nonnegative through the iterations. Also, instead of the nonsingularity condition on 
Bk in [13], we require (Bk, Ck) to be regular Q-splittings. The latter condition is peculiar to LCP. 
Using a multisplitting {(Bk, Ck, Ek(t)); k = 1,..., K} of M, we have the following algorithm. 
Algorithm 3.2 (Multisplitting method for LCP(q, M)) 
Step 1. Choose an arbitrary nonnegative vector z(0) e ~". Let t:= O. 
Step 2. For each k, given z(t) >>. O, let yk(t) be an arbitrary solution of LCP(qk(t), BR): 
BkZ + qk(t) >1 0, 
z>~O, 
zT(Bk z + qk(t)) = O, 
where qk(t) = CkZ(t) + q. 
Step 3. If yk(t) = z(t) for some k, stop. Otherwise, let 
K 
z(t + 1) = ~ Ek(t)yk(t) 
k=l 
and t:= t + 1. Return to Step 2. 
Since B k is a Q-matrix, LCP(qk(t), Bk) always has a solution for each k. Thus, Algorithm 3.2 is 
well-defined. In particular, if M is positive semidefinite, then Bk = (M + B k -- Ck)/2 is positive 
definite and hence LCP(qk(t), Bk) must have a unique solution for each k. 
The following assumption is introduced to ensure convergence of the algorithm. 
Assumption 3.3. At each iteration t, Ek(t), k = 1,.. . ,  K satisfy the following conditions: 
(a) Y~¢= 1Ek(t)yk(t) >~ 0; 
(b)f(Xrk=l Ek(t)yk(t)) <. max f(yk(t)). 
l <~k<~K 
Various choices of Ek(t) satisfy this assumption. For now, let Ek(t) be expressed as 
Ek(t) = ~k(t)I, k = 1 , . . . ,K ,  
where ~k(t) are real numbers uch that 
K 
E ~k(t)= 1. 
k=l 
(3.1) 
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Then, one of the possibilities is to choose at each iteration t an index k(t) e { 1,..., K} and let 
{10 fo rk= k(t), 
9~k(t) = for k ¢ k(t). 
In this case, we have 
z(t + 1) = yk,)(t). 
Namely, at each iteration, the next iterate is determined precisely by one of the splittings (Bk, 
Ck). As to the rule of choosing k(O, one could choose k(t) randomly at each iteration or in a 
certain predetermined order such as the cyclic rule. Alternatively, one could choose k(t) based 
on the function values f(yk(t)), k = 1, ..., K. For example, we may choose k(t) that minimizes 
f(yk(t)) over k = 1,. . . ,K.  More generally, one might choose ~k(t), k = 1, . . . ,K  so as to 
minimize the function f (~k  K= lO~k(t)yk(t)) subject to the constraints Y.~= 10~k(t) = 1 
and Y~=l~k(t)yk(t)>>-O. The latter strategies require the evaluation of the function f, but 
the algorithm is expected to converge in fewer iterations compared with the random or cyclic 
rule. 
When M is positive semidefinite, any nonnegative ~k(t) satisfying (3.1) may be used to determine 
Ek(t). In fact, if M is positive semidefinite, then f (z)  is a convex function and hence 
K 
<- Z O~k(t) f(yk(t)) 
k=l  
~< max f(yk(t)). 
l~k<<.K 
Thus, Assumption 3.3(b) is always satisfed. As to the rule of choosing ~k(t), k = 1, ..., K, one could 
simply put ~k(t) = 1/K for all k. 
Throughout this section, we assume that Ek(t), k = 1,..., K, satisfy the conditions in Assumption 
3.3. Now we present wo lemmas that will be useful in proving convergence ofAlgorithm 3.2. The 
second lemma is an extension of Theorem 5.3.3 in [3]. 
Lemma 3.4. At each iteration t, we obtain 
f (z(t)) - f (z(t + 1)) >~ f (z(t)) -- f (y~,)(t)) 
>~ ½ (z(t) -- y~(o(t))T (B~to -- C~t,)) (z(t) -- yr,¢,)(t)) 
>10, 
where k(t) is an index such that f(y~,)(t)) = max1 ~< k~< gf(yk(t)). 
(3.2) 
(3.3) 
(3.4) 
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Proof. By Assumption 3.3(b), we have 
f (z( t ) ) - - f (z( t+l) )=f(z(t ) ) - - f (~=lEk(t)yk(t ) )k  
>~ f(z(t)) - max f(yk(t)) 
k 
= f(z(t)) -- f(y~,)(t)). 
This shows the inequality (3.2). Moreover, since (Bk, Ck) are regular Q-splittings for all k, it follows 
from Lemma 2.2 that 
f(z(t)) - - f (y~tt) ( t ) )  >i ½(z(t) - yf~(t)(t))T(B~(o -- C~(o)(z(t ) -- y~(t)(t)) >i O. 
This establishes the inequalities (3.3) and (3.4). [] 
Lemma 3.5. Every accumulation point of the sequence {z(t)} generated by Algorithm 3.2 is a solution 
of LCP(q,M). 
Proof. Let ~ be an arbitrary accumulation point of {z(t)} and {z(t~)} be a subsequence onverging 
to i. Since {f(z(tl))} converges to~z') and since {f(z(t))} is nonincreasing by Lemma 3.4, the entire 
sequence {f(z(t))} converges. Let k(t) be defined as in Lemma 3.4. Then taking a further subsequ- 
ence if necessary, we may assume that there exists some index/~ such that/~(ti) =/~ for all i. Since 
(B~, C~) is a regular Q-splitting, the sequence {z(ti) - y~(ti)} converges to zero by (3.2)-(3.4), and 
hence {yfc(ti)} converges to ~. Since yr,(q) is a solution of LCP(Cr, z(h) + q, Br,), we have 
B~y~(ti) + Cfcz(ti) + q >. O, 
y~(ti) >1 O, 
(y~(ti))T(B~y~(tl) + C~z(ti) + q) = O. 
Since B~ + C~- -M,  and since y~(t i ) -~ and z(h)--,Z as t~ ~, it follows that ~ solves 
LCP(q,M). [] 
We now state the main convergence theorem for the multisplitting method (Algorithm 3.2), 
which is a natural extension of Theorem 2.3 for the splitting method (Algorithm 2.1). 
Theorem 3.6. Suppose that 
(a) f (z) is bounded below on z >>, 0; 
(b) O v ~ z >~ O, Mz >~ O and zT Mz = O imply qTz > O. 
Then the sequence {z(t)} generated by Algorithm 3.2 is bounded and any accumulation point of it 
solves LCP(q, M). 
Proof. The proof is a modification of that of Lemma 5.3.4 in [3]. First, suppose to the contrary that 
the sequence {z(t)} is unbounded. Then there exists a subsequence {z(tl)} such that II z(ti)II - *  ~. By 
assumption (a) and Lemma 3.4, {f(z(t))} converges. Let k be chosen as in the proof of Lemma 3.5. 
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Since (B~, C~) is a regular Q-splitting, the sequence {z(q) - y~(q)} converges to zero by (3.2)-(3.4). 
This in particular implies that II yr,(ti)II ~ ~ because Ifz(q)II ~ ~. 
Now consider the corresponding normalized sequence {y~(q)/II yr,(tl)II}, which is bounded and 
hence has an accumulation point E such that IIE II = 1 and ~ i> 0. Assume, without loss of generality, 
that {Yr,(q)/II yr,(ti)II } converges to ~. Then since yr,(t l)- z ( t l )~  0 and y~(q)/II y~(ti)II--' ~, we have 
z(ti)/II yr,(q)II ~ ~. Moreover, since Yr,(q) is a solution of the LCP(Cr, z(q) + q, Br,), we have 
B~y~(t,) + C~z(t,) + q >f O, (3.5) 
y~(t,) >>. O, (3.6) 
(yr,(q))X(Br, yr,(q) + Cr, z(t,) + q) = 0. (3.7) 
Then passing to the limit t~ --, ~,  we have 
M~>~0, ~>~0, ETME=0. (3.8) 
On the other hand, if assumption (a) is satisfied, M satisfies the inequality zXMz >1 0 for any 
z f> 0, by Proposition 3.7.14 in 1-3-1. Therefore, since M = B~ + C~ and yr,(ti) >>- 0 by (3.6), it follows 
from (3.7) that 
(y£(ti))T My£(t i )  = -- (yf~(tl))T(C£(g(ti) -- y£(ti)) -t- q) >I O. (3.9) 
Since y~(q) - z(q) ~ O, dividing (3.9) by II y~(q) 11 and passing to the limit ti ~ 00 yield qT~ ~< 0. But, 
this together with (3.8) contradicts assumption (b), indicating that the sequence {z(t)} must be 
bounded. The rest of the proof is immediate from Lemma 3.5. [] 
4. An application 
In this section, we apply the multisplitting method to the parallel successive overrelaxation 
method [11], which is one of the splitting methods for solving the symmetric LCP. Let p(k) ~ R,×, 
be arbitrary permutation matrices and let 
M (k) = p(k)M(p(k))X, 
q(k) = p(k) q. 
Note that solving LCP(q, M) is equal to solving LCP(q (k), M(k)). Let {I1 .... , IN} be a partition of 
{1 .... , n} such that i< j  for i~ I~, j ~ It+l and I=  1,..., N -  1. Here, we consider a single 
partitioning of { 1 . . . . .  n}. This is for notational simplicity only. We note that a different partition of 
{ 1, ..., n} may be associated with each k. Break M (k) into N blocks of rows, and further break those 
blocks into N blocks of columns, as follows: 
(k) /
M(k) = I ~:I2 1 = 
LM ,j 
A,r(k) "] -At( k ) M(k)  2 iv,/ , ,s lVl l l l l  "..  [ 
• .(k)  M(k)  
I -IV11211 1212 A,r(k) A4(k) [ 
i r~ INI~ ir J  ININJ 
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where ~,t(k) [~lI, Ixn ll.f(k) ~lI, l×lljl ~ ,(k) ~"I, e and e We further partition the diagonal blocks iVlIii, as follows: zvi lilj 
M ( k )  r (k )  /)(k) r r(k) lili ~ Z~liIi "4;- ~l , l i  "F Wli l i ,  (4.1) 
, .(k) D(k) its diagonal part and r/-(k) its strictly --(k) is the strictly lower triangular part of Jv~ t,~,, i,i, v i , i ,  where I_,LI ~ 
upper triangular part. With the partitioning (4.1), define a block diagonal matrix H (k) by 
?(k) ] 
X-~lll 1 
r(k) 
H (k) = /~I212 
. L(~)~I~j 
and let 
Hk = (P(k))r H(k) p(k). 
Consider the splitting (Bk, Ck) for each k such that 
Bk = (Ok X D + Hk,  
Ck = M -- COk 1D -- Hk,  
(4.2) 
where o k is the relaxation parameter and D is the diagonal part of M which is assumed positive. We 
assume that, for each k, the parameter (Ok satisfies 
O<COR< min min2  1+ ~ lMt~ l/Du , 
l <~i<~N le l i  seTi I 
where ~ = Uj ~ i l j .  Then it can be seen that for each k the splitting (Bk, Ck) defined by (4.3) and (4.4) 
is a regular Q-splitting. Under the above setting, Algorithm 3.2 reduces to the following algorithm: 
Algorithm 4.1 
Step  1. Choose an arbitrary nonnegative vector z(0) ~ ~". Let t:= 0. 
Step  2. For each k, given z(k)(t) = P(k)z(t) >>- O, solve LCP(q~k~),(t), ,-'I I,jU(k) ~ for all blocks i, to obtain 
(k)tt~ . . . .  , their solutions yt, ~ ,_ i = 1, N: 
B(k) ,., (k) I,I, ~ "~- qI, (t) ~ O, 
z~O,  
zT/n(k) (k) tD~,1,z + qI, (t)) = O, 
where 
B(k) , -  1 r~(k) t (k )  
(k) M (k) z (k) it] l~(k) ~(k) [,~ ~(k) 
qI, (t) = r, w -- ~,t,r,~I, w + ,tI, , 
(4.3) 
(4.4) 
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and let 
Step 3. If yk(t) = z(t) for some k, stop. Otherwise, let 
K 
z(t + 1) = ~, Ek(t)yk(t) 
k=l  
and t:= t + 1. Return to Step 2. 
We note that the K × N subproblems LCP(qttk,~(t), tk) BI,I,), i = 1, ..., N, k = 1, ..., K, may be dealt 
with independently in Step 2 of the algorithm. 
5. Numerical results 
In this section, we present some computational results for Algorithm 4.1. In our test problems, 
matrix M is determined by M = AA r + 7D, where A is a square matrix, D is a diagonal matrix and 
7 is a positive parameter used to control the condition of matrix M. By suitably adjusting the 
sparcity of A, sparse matrices M are formed so that their nonzero density is approximately 1%. The 
nonzero elements of A and the diagonal elements of D are chosen randomly from intervals I- - 5, 5] 
and [1, 10], respectively. The elements of q are random integers in the interval [ - 100, 100]. The 
initial solution z(0) is always set to be 0. The termination criterion for the algorithm is 
min II z(t) - yk(t)II ~ < 10- 5, 
l<~k<.K 
where JJ.[[o~ denotes the Iv-norm of a vector. 
We only consider the case where the number of splittings K is 2. The 'weight' matrices Ek(t) are 
chosen to be 
E l ( t )=(1- -~) I  and E2(t )=0d,  
where 0t is a parameter which is not necessarily nonnegative. We examine how the choice of 
parameter 0taffects the performance of the algorithm. In this experiment, we fix the number of 
blocks N as 2, and relaxation parameter o k as 1.0 for each k. We generate five test problems for 
each pair (n, 7) with n = 5000 and 7000 and 7 = 1 and 5. Those problems are solved with several 
values of parameter ~ such as - 0.5, 0.0, 0.5, 1.0 and 1.5. When ~ = 0.0 or 0t = 1.0, the multisplitting 
method can be regarded as the corresponding splitting method with k = 1 or k = 2, respectively. 
When 0t = - 0.5 or 0e = 1.5, Assumption 3.3(a) may not be satisfied. But it has often been observed 
that the algorithm still converges to a solution of the problem for such choice of 0c. The results are 
summarized in Tables 1-4. It is observed that the choice of parameter 0taffects the performance of
the algorithm. If we choose a suitable ~, the algorithm may converge in fewer iterations compared 
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with the corresponding splitting method, though it is not easy to know the optimal choice of 
parameter ~. 
6. Conclusion 
In this paper, we have extended the idea of multisplitting for a system of linear equations to the 
symmetric LCP and established a convergence theorem for the multisplitting method for LCP 
under some appropriate assumptions. From a practical viewpoint, however, the computational 
results reported in the previous ection suggest that it is not necessarily easy to obtain satisfactory 
results by the naive use ofmultisplitting, which parallels the observation made in a recent paper [7] 
for the multisplitting method for linear equations. 
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